We did

You said
More
development

-

-

More
collaboration

Have a SIG structure
Offer testing training
Need clearer benefits for BAS accreditations and widen scheme. If a
whole centre, as opposed to a chosen programme, could be inspected
then I may view this differently. Currently, though, this would take up
resource for not that much reward (given we already have a clear focus
on quality and development).
Perhaps lead on how teaching needs to adapt to technology/online
learning given the 'digital native' status of prospective students
50/50 split re political voice

Expensive. Not enough for members on a budget. Could benefit from live
feed/webcast online
Value webinars
Consider one day tickets as not everyone can afford time away from
dependants
Voting at AGM not as inclusive
People in exec positions too long
AGM is better when tied to an event
What I find unusual is that a person who is not a BALEAP member can
access the website. As a self-paying member it implies that even if I don't
attend the conferences I can still have access to conference slides etc.

-

More
inclusivity

The testing roadshow was established
A BAS review is in progress to articulate value more explicitly and widen
accreditation of a programme as ‘representative of courses at the
institution’
We had webinars on TEL and the TEL SIG was established
The establishment of values will help guide any future decisions,
including becoming more political.

-

-

We moved to electronic voting for Officer elections
We kept the AGM tied to an event and moved online in 2020 to enable
non UK members to attend
We implemented a limit of 6 years/2 consecutive terms in one Officer
role
We piloted a live stream at the BAS conference
The membership benefits being reviewed in working group
A membership area being considered as part of the membership
working group

-

-

-

Hear more from the exec
Promote an international profile
Closer collaboration with HE organisations such as ALDinHE, BAAL,
and British Council
My tutors find this more useful than I do. I would appreciate a small
forum for directors to meet and be able to discuss some potentially
sensitive issues in an open way.
Possibly this (reps) should be reviewed. I'm not sure quite what the
remit of the institutional rep is and possibly it has changed over the
years

-

An ordinary member survey before the exec meeting was piloted &
future initiatives are planned
A PIM and conference held outside the UK e.g. CEAPA/BALEAP
conference in China 2021.
We have two BAS accredited institutions outside the UK & looking for
more.
We now have the first exec member based outside the UK - appointed
March 2021
SIG events allow for a more international engagement
We held joint PIMs with ALDinHE and BAAL SIG
Exec officer roles linked with others e.g. TAFSIG and Testing Officer
linked with UKALTA and BAAL TEASIG
We have accreditation links as part of MoUs with Eaquals, BAC and
Aqueduto
We are having initial conversations with AULC
A director’s network was established
Rep guidelines were established and disseminated
The role of an institutional rep was discussed at March 2021 exec
meeting & an event for reps is being considered

